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Book 3 the head one between these Alexander towards uniting out of Peloponnesus has applied the soldier with Cleandrus with the money sent to Lycia and Pamphylia with the well-arranged things towards the city Celaenas exercised. 

The middle that with the season was flowing between the fortifications Marsyas of the river, with the storied with the songs of Greeks celebrated. 

The spring of him/it out of the top of the mountain with the top sallying into the lying near rock with the great noise of the waters falls: 

Thence wide s/he/it moistens surrounding the plains, clear and drawing you gush his/her/their only. 

And so the colour of him/it like with the gentle sea has made the place of the poets with the lie: 

Obviously is delivered the brides with the love the river upheld in that cliff to alight. 

Moreover how long within the walls s/he/it flows, his/her/their name upholds: 

But when except the fortifications with himself s/he/it discloses, more great strength and mass you gush the advocate they call Lycus. 

Indeed Alexander enters the destitute city from his properties, truly the citadel, into which had fled, to attack assailed has sent ahead the priest's servant, which might intimate, if might abandon, themselves to be most far soon suffering. 

To that the priest's servant into the tower and with the situation and need much high led, the how great might be the height, order to consider and to announce to Alexander, not likewise him/it/theirself and you may live the fortifications to measure with the valuation: 

With himself to know to be impregnable, towards the most far on behalf of the faith soon dying. 

Moreover as to be besieged the citadel and the everything to himself into the days to be more close they have seen, sixty the truces days of the bargain, as, unless within them Dareus with themselves had sent the help, might abandon the city, after was being sent the nothing thence of the protection, towards pre-determined day they have relinquished himself to the king. 

The envoys of Athenians petitioning come up then, in order that were being returned to himself at of the capacity the Granan river. 

That not these only, but also I have restored the other Greeks with his/her/their soon ordering has answered with the finished with the Persian war. 

Moreover with Dareus threatening, s/he/it had recognised to have overcome which not yet [Euphraten], on all s/he/it deals the all plenty, with the whole strengths of the so great war the crisis soon approaching. 

Phrygia was being, through which the army was being led, with the more villages as with the cities crowded. 

Then s/he/it was having the noble formerly of Mida the palace. 

Gordium the name is with the city, Sangarius the river flows past which, with the equal Pontic interval and with the male Cilicius distant. 

Between these seas most narrow the space of Asia we learn to be, to both places into the close pharynxes with the forcing the land. 

Which because adheres with the suburb, but great out of the part is surrounded with the waves, presents the appearance to the island and, unless the thin crisis was upbraiding, which now divides male, might entrust. 

Alexander with the city into his/her/their authority reduced enters the temple of Jupiter. 

The carriage, with which Gordium, the father borne of Mida was agreeing to be, has observed, with the habitation not reasonably from more cheap and common with the use abhoring. 

Was being remarkable the bound yoke with the many knots into him/it himself with the involved and concealing of the debt. 

With the inhabitants then affirming, high to be with the oracle the lot, to Asia soon acquiring, which the inexplicable chain might have loosened, the desire assaults with the mind of the lot of him/it filling. 

Around the king was being and Phrygum with the commotion and of Macedonians, with that suspenseful expectation, the concerned this out of the casual with the trust of the king: 

Obviously with the series of the chains thus bound, as, from where the bondsman was beginning himself or where was putting, neither by reason of nor might be able to be examined with the look, had injected the attacks have loosened the concern they, lest into the omen the ineffective beginning was being turned. 

That by no means by day wrestled with the hidden knots,' the nothing,' says,' concerns, how they may be loosened:' 

And with the sword with the broken all men reins of the oracle s/he/it has eluded even the lot even s/he/it has satisfied. 

When then Dareum, wherever might be, might have decided to occupy, in order that was relinquishing from the back you guard!, Amphoterus with the division towards the shore of Hellespontus, with the plenty but has placed in charge Hegelochus, Lesbus and the Chian and of Cos with the protections of the enemies soon freeing;. 

With these the talents ascribed towards the use of the war five hundred: 

Towards Antipatrus and them, which were seeing the Greek cities, six hundred sent: 

Out of the treaty the ships with the associates commanded, which to Hellespontus might preside. 

Indeed not yet the life had recognised to have passed Memnon, had stretched into which the all men the concerns, enough known the all in the light soldier to have been, if was being moved the nothing from him/it. 

And now towards the city Ancyra came s/he/it was being, where with the number of the plenty entered s/he/it enters Paphlagonia: 

To this were being contiguous Henetuses, from where the certain believe Venetis to draw the origin. 

The all man this area has obeyed and with the given hostages the tax, which lest indeed to Persians had brought, to pay not were being collected, have obtained. 

You announce to this area placed in command s/he/it is: 

Him/it/theirself with the taken, which out of Macedonia recently had developed, has petitioned Cappadocia. 

The head 2 but Dareus announced with Memnonas with the death just so, as you bear! was being, the movement with the omitted other all man with the hope decides him/it/theirself to decide: 

Obviously which were being through his/her/their leaders conducted, the all was sentencing, established with the mores the concern, all to have been away the chance. 

Therefore with the camps situated towards Babylon, with which ancestor mind they might grasp the war, has given the whole strengths into the view and with the surrounded wall, which ten thousand of the armed men might capture the multitude, has entered with the example of Xerxes the number of the plenty. 

With the born sun towards the night the streams, as they were being divided, they have entered the stake. 

Thence hurled they had occupied the plains of Mesopotamia, of the horsemen and infantries just about the innumerable commotion, more great which on behalf of the number the appearance bringing. 

Of Persians one hundred thousands were being, in which the horseman 30 was satisfying. 

Of the middle ten horsemen, fifty thousands of the infantries were having. 

Two thousands of the Barcan horsemen have been, with the two-edged of the armed man and trivial with the shields to the caetra especially the appearance returning: 

Of the infantries ten thousands with the equal arms were following. 

The Armenian forty thousands had sent of the infantries you add seven thousands of the horsemen. 

Hyrcanuses of the singular horsemen, as between those tribes, had filled with the added horsemen thousand Tapuras six thousands. 

Derbics forty the thousands infantries had equipped: 

With the mores with the money or iron to the set in front spear, the certain had hardened the wood with the fire. 

These likewise two thousands of the horsemen out of the accompanied same the tribe are. 

From male Caspius eight thousand the walking army had came, two hundred horsemen. 

With them were being the ignoble others tribes: 

Two thousands of the infantries, of the horsemen I may double they had prepared the number. 

With these plenty thirty thousands of Greeks with the hired pay of the singular youth added. 

For Bactrianuses and Sogdianuses and Indians and other of the red sea you may dwell near, unknown also to him/it/theirself the names of the tribes, the haste was hindering to be invited. 

Nor any to that less which the multitude of the soldiers has lacked. 

Of which then whole with the appearance very German farm-worker with the dressed in purple with the usual emptiness the hope of him/it with the blowing into, turned towards Charidemus Athenian skilled of the war and on account of the unsafe exile with Alexander obviously with Athenas with the ordering him/it had been expelled begins to inquire, quite to him/it the equipment towards crushing enemy might be seen. 

But that, and of his/her/their lot and with the palace to the arrogance forgetful: 

' The truth,' says,' and you perhaps you will be unwilling to hear and I, unless now I will have said, previously in vain I will confess. 

This exercised of the so great preparation, this so many tribes and of the whole Eastern lands you cause! with his/her/their neighbouring seats the mass frightful is able to be: 

The purple colour and gold shines, flashes with the arms and wealth, how great, which with the eyes have exposed not, are able to conceive not with the minds. 

But the sharpness of Macedonians, pitiless reasonably and uncultivated, with the round shields and spears the immovable wedges and covers the dense oaks of the men. 

Himself call the phalanx, the stable stream of the infantries: 

Truly the man, with the arms the arms are connected: 

Towards the nod of the reminding eager to follow the indications, the ranks have learned to protect. 

Which is commanded, the all men hear clearly: 

To oppose, to encircle, have wandered into the horn, to move the battle not the leaders more as the soldiers are calloused. 

And not with the eagerness of the gold and silver tender you stink, hitherto the teaching with the poverty with the instructress has stood those: 

You weary the ground the bed is, the food, have occupied which, satisfies, the times more close the sleeps, as of the night are. 

I will go Thessaluses the horsemen and Acarnans and Aetolian, you excite! with the war the hands, you pour, I believe, and will be repelled with the spears with the fire hardened! 

With the equal oak the need is. 

In that land, which has begat these, the helps are to be asked: 

The silver that and the gold towards uniting soldier you send!.' 

Was being with the mild Dareus and manageable the nature, unless also the chance might spoil the nature generally. 

And so impatient of the truth the host and the suppliant, then when especially useful urging, s/he/it has ordered to be split towards the deadly punishment. 

Indeed that not then forgetful of the freedom: 

' I have,' s/he/it says,' preparing the avenger of my death: 

He/it him/it/theirself will desire the penalties of my debate scorned, against which to you I have urged. 

Indeed you the freedom of the power so suddenly moved the lesson with the following masters, the men, with himself the chances have relinquished, also the nature to unlearn. 

' These uttering a loud cry, with which the command was being, they butcher. 

The bar then displeasing has entered the king and the springs to have said the liability-admitter has ordered to be buried him/it. 

The head was being 3 Thymods, with Mentoras the son, the active young man: 

To which the teaching is from the king, as the all foreigners soldiers, in which the most much was having to the hope, might take from Pharnabazus: 

The needs of them the soon using himself in the war. 

To himself Pharnabazus s/he/it delivers the command, which before of Memnonus had given. 

The anxious about the eager concerns were stirring also through the sleep appearances of the threatening things, or those the sickness, or the predicting of the mind portending has indicted. 

The camps of Alexander with the great with the brightness of the fire to glitter to him/it the visions are and somewhat after Alexander to be persuaded towards him/it/theirself in him/it with the condition of the garment, with which formerly him/it/theirself might have been, with the horse then through Babylon borne sudden with him/it/theirself horse to the eyes to be transferred. 

Towards these the different prophet with the interpretation they had detained the concern: 

The others were saying the happy it to the king the dream to be, because the camps of the enemies might have burned, which Alexander the regal deposits with the garment in the Persian and with the usual condition led towards himself might have seen. 

The certain against were being prophesied: 

Obviously bright the camps seen of Macedonians have predicted the brightness with Alexander, which the Persian garment and might have had usual, not ambiguously the power to Asia, because in same condition Dareus might have been, when is the called king. 

With the old each you forebode!, as almost happens, the anxiety had revived: 

Indeed they were reviewing Dareus in the beginning of the command the sheath Persian of the scimitar to have ordered to be moved into that form, with which Greeks might use, and immediately Chaldaens explained, the command of Persians towards them soon going over, of which you equip! imitated he might have. 

Moreover him/it/theirself and with the answer of the prophets, which was being published into the common people, and with the appearance, which was being through the sleep offered, very German farm-worker orders to be moved the camps about [Euphraten]. 

With the paternal custom of Persians delivered s/he/it is with the born sun at last to proceed. 

With the day now bright the indication out of the tent of the king the bugle was being given. 

Over the tent, from where from the all men s/he/it was being able to be observed, the likeness of the sun with the ice included was flashing. 

The rank but was being of the stream with the heels. 

The fire, themselves the sacred and eternal were calling which, with the silvery altars was being preferred. 

The most nearest wise-men were singing the paternal song. 

The wise-men three hundred and sixty five young men veiled were following with the scarlet cloaks, with the days of the whole year you obey just now: 

Obviously Persia likewise into the as many days is the divided year. 

The chariot then with Jupiter hallowed white were bearing the horses: 

These the horse of the select size, they were calling which of Sun god, was following. 

The golden twigs and the white gems were equipping the garments ruling the horses. 

Not at a distance were being the carriages ten with the much gold and silver carved. 

This the cavalry twelve with the different arms and customs tribes was following. 

The neighbours were going, Immortals of Persian call which, towards ten thousands. 

The habitation to the barbarian wealth not was honouring other more: 

To that the golden collars, those were having the garment separate with the gold and the long sleeved undergarments, with the jewels also equipped. 

With the small interval, you rule which relations they call, ten and five thousands of the men. 

Truly these the commotion, woman-like just about the gardens, with the luxury more as with the beautiful arms visible was being. 

With Doryphoro were being called the neighbour with these the stream, usual the garment royal to remove: 

These were preceding the chariot of the king, where the lofty him/it/theirself was being borne. 

The each the wide chariot of the gods the likenesses out of the gold and silver distinct were adorning: 

The inter-shining jewels were distinguishing the yoke, out of which two the golden elbow- likenesses were projecting, one of which [Nini], one was being [Beli]. 

Between these they had consecrated the golden like eagle-standard the feathers with the extending. 

You rule the habitations between the everything the luxury was being observed: 

To the purple undergarment the middle white was being weaved, the palla separate with the gold the golden hawks, might assemble just as with the beaks between himself, were equipping and with the golden zone woman-like of the crown had hanged up the scimitar, to which out of the jewel the sheath was being. 

The tiara Persians were calling the emblem of the kings of the head: 

With this white the blue band separate was encircling. 

Were following the chariot ten thousands of the spearmen: 

The spears ornamented with the silver, the stings with the gold set in front were bearing. 

The pledge and the left hand the king two hundred nearly most noble of the relatives were accompanying. 

The stream of these was being closed thirty thousands of the infantries, the horses of the king 400 were following which. 

With the interval then of the one stade the chariot was bearing the mother of Dareus [Sisigmabim] and in the other the spouse was being. 

The commotion of the women the queens accompanying with the horses was being transported. 

Fifteen then, they were calling which Persian covered wagons, they were following. 

Were being in these of the free king and which were training them and the flock of the eunuchs, not reasonably with those tribes cheap. 

Then the regal mistresses three hundred and were being borne sixty five, and themselves with the royal habitation and preparation. 

After which six hundred mules you rule the money and three hundred camels were bearing with the protection of the archers escorting. 

The spouses of the relatives and friends to this stream most nearest and were being borne the flocks of the camp-followers and awkwardnesses. 

Most far they were being with his/her/their each with the leaders, which might collect the stream, lightly of the armed man. 

Against if which was considering the sharpness of Macedonians, the unequal shape was being with the horses and men not with the gold, not with the variegated garment, but with the iron and money with the flashing: 

The stream and to stand the preparation and to follow, neither with the commotion nor with the packs burdensome, you lead not stretching about the indication only, but also noded. 

And with the camps the place and to the army the supplieses were being at hand. 

Therefore with Alexander in the sharpness the soldier has lacked not: 

Dareus, the king of the so great multitude, of the place, has fought in which, with the straits reduced is towards the scarcity, had thought little of which in the enemy. 

The head 4 Interea Alexander with Abistamen to Cappadocia placed in command Cilicia petitioning with the all plenty into the area, which the camps [Cyri] is called, had reached. 

The stationary he/it had Cyrus, when was leading facing Croesus into Lydia. 

That area fifty stades from the approach was being away, with which we enter Cilicia: 

You ~depilate the inhabitants say the most close pharynxes, O fortifications, we put which with the hand, with the natural situation imitating. 

Therefore Arsams, which to Cilicia was being present, imputing, which with the beginning of the war with Memnus might have urged, formerly the healthful debate late decides to perform: 

With the fire and iron lays waste Cilicia, in order that with the enemy s/he/it makes the solitude: 

Whichsoever is able to be to the use, the barren and nude the ground spoils, which was being unable to see, soon relinquishing. 

But far more usefully you are disturbed the approach has been, which uncovers Cilicia, with the strong to occupy with the protection and the yoke suitably to the journey threatening to maintain, from where unpunished the entering enemy either to hinder or might have been able to suppress: 

Now with the few, which to the rough tracks might preside, with the residues backwards him/it/theirself has relinquished, the devastator to the land, was musting to claim which from the plunderings. 

Therefore which were being forsaken, indeed you requite the projected himself with the raft not the view have prevailed to support, when even more little had been able to maintain the place. 

Insomuch as with the continuous yoke of the rude mountain and steep Cilicia is included: 

Which when rises from the sea, just as with the certain bending and with the turning bending, sallies turned back with the one horn into the diverse shore. 

Through this back, with which especially within male goes, three approachs of the adversity and very narrow are, with the one of which Cilicia is to be entered. 

The of a level field same, which inclines towards the sea, the plain of him/it with the thick with the distinguishing streams: 

Pyramus and Cydnus, the celebrated rivers, flow. 

Cydnus not with the space of the waters, but with the fluid memorable, obviously with the gentle extent out of the springs slipping with the pure ground is removed nor the torrents meet, which gently may disturb the cavity of the flowing. 

And so the intact he/it most cold and the same, obviously much with the pleasantness of the banks cast a shadow, evades everywhere with the springs of the like swine into the sea. 

The much in that area the common reminders with the songs the antiquity had hollowed. 

The seats of the cities were being showed Lyrnessuses and Thebs, with Typhonas likewise the cave and Corycium the wood, where the crocus is begat, and for the rest, had hardened in which the nothing besides the rumour. 

Alexander the pharynxes of the yoke, which Pylas are called, has entered. 

The contemplation of the places of the thirsts not other to the wise-men to have admired is said his/her/their luck: 

To have been able to be overwhelmed even with the stones s/he/it was confessing, if had been which were defeating into entering. 

The journey hardly was capturing the four-each the armed men: 

The back of the mountain the way not was threatening narrow only, but generally steep, with the thick with the rambling about streams, which out of the roots of the mountains flow. 

S/he/it had ordered to precede Thracas yet lightly the armed men and you are calloused to scrutinize, lest the hidden enemy into entering was erupting. 

Of the archers likewise the hand had occupied continual: 

The bows reminded were having the eager, I may be gone not themselves to enter, but the battle. 

With this manner the stream reaches towards the city [Tarson], to which then especially Persians were exposing the fire, lest the wealthy town the enemy was entering. 

But that with Parmenion towards restraining fire with the unencumbered hand sent ahead, after the barbarians with the arrival of his/her/their routed has recognised to be, enters the city from himself preserved. 

The head 5 Media Cydnus the river, about little which before the saying is, flows between. 

And then the summer was being, whose heat not kindles other more as of Cilicia I will burn with the steam of the sun, and to the day the most glowing time had began to be. 

With the dust likewise and with the sweat the fluid of the river has invited the overspread king, in order that the heat hitherto was dispeling the body. 

And so with the deposited garment in the view of the stream the decorum likewise future established, if had showed with his/her/their, with the trivial and procurable with the habitation of the body with himself to be content dismounts into the river. 

And hardly with the sudden shivering of the entry the arms have began to be stiff, the wanness then is poured in and whole just about the body the vital heat dissolves. 

With the exhaling I may imitate with the hand of the attendant they remove nor enough sharing with the chins into the tent they convey. 

The huge anxiety and nearly now in the camps of the grief was being. 

Crying they were complaining, in the so great with the attack and running of the things of the all age and memory the most clear king not in the sharpness even, not from the enemy overthrowing, but dispeling with the water the body rescued to be and quenched. 

To pursue Dareum, the conqueror, before might have seen the enemy. 

To himself them same the lands, which with the victory they might have scoured, repeating: 

In all respects either themselves or the enemies devastated: 

Through the huge solitudes, even if the nobody may wish to follow, going with the hunger and lack to be able to be vanquished. 

Which indication soon giving with the fleeing? 

Which soon intending with Alexander to climb? 

Now as towards Hellespontus with the flight will have entered, the division, which may go over, which soon preparing? 

Turned back into him/it/theirself king the pity turned that flower to the youth, that strength the minds, I have estranged same king and the comrade from himself and to be broken the forgetful of himself were complaining. 

Between these more free to go along the breath had began and the king was lifting the eyes and had recognised gradually with the returning mind the standing around friends: 

And the wide strength of the sickness on account of the only this was being seen, because was perceiving the size of the evil. 

Of the mind but the sickness was pushing the body, obviously Dareum with the fifth day in Cilicia door was being announced. 

Bound therefore himself to be delivered and the so great victory to be rescued to himself out of the hands and you darken! and with the ignoble death into [tabernaculuo] to be quenched with himself s/he/it was complaining. 

And with the admitted friends equally and with the doctors: 

' In which with me,' s/he/it says,' with the joint of my things the chance will have seized, you sift. 

I am seen the noise of the hostile arms to hear clearly to me and, which besides I have inflicted the war, now I am challenged. 

Dareus therefore when was writing so the arrogant letters, has had my chance in the debate: 

But in vain, if to me [arbitiro] I go along s/he/it is permitted to be looked after. 

The clinging remedies and my times await not the slow doctors: 

Or to the custom energetically as slowly to grow strong to me more well s/he/it is. 

Hence, if why of the power, if which is in the doctors of the skill, they may know, with me not so which of the death of the war the remedy to ask. 

' Huge with the all men the concern so the steep rashness of him/it had instilled. 

Therefore on behalf of himself with the each they have began to entreat, lest with the haste the danger was increasing, but might be in the power of the physicians: 

The inexperienced remedies not unjust with themselves you suspect! to be, when towards the ruin of him/it also from the side of him/it/theirself the money might disturb of the enemy. 

Obviously Dareus thousand talents to the killer of Alexander had ordered to be announced the soon giving himself. 

And so indeed not soon intending any they were observing to test the remedy, which might be able to be near the newness suspected. 

The head was being 6 between the noble doctors, out of Macedonia the king followed, Philip, with the nation [Acarnan], faithful very to the king: 

With the boy the comrade and the guard of the health given not as the king only, but also as was selecting the nurseling with the select dearness. 

He/it not steep with himself, but the active remedy to report and the so great strength of the sickness with the drinking healed to be soon lightening has promised. 

The promise of the nobody of him/it was pleasing besides him/it/theirself, was promising with the danger of which. 

In all respects obviously more easily s/he/it was being able to endure fully which delay: 

The arms and the sharpness in the eyes were being and the victory situated in him/it was observing to be, if had been able to stand only before the indications, it him/it/theirself, because indeed after the day third the drug might be soon accepting thus the doctor scarcely bringing had predicted. 

Between these from Parmenion, with the most faithful of the dressed in purple, s/he/it takes the letters, with which to him/it s/he/it was intimating, lest s/he/it was entrusting his/her/their health with Philippi: 

Thousand talents from Dareus and hope of the marriages of the sister of him/it to be spoiling. 

The letters had instilled the huge with the mind the anxiety and, whichsoever into and the which part either the fear or the hope had exposed, was weighing with the separate valuation. 

' They have drunk I may persist, as, if the poison will have been given, lest indeed unjustly, whichsoever will have happened, may be seen to have happened? 

I may sentence the faith of the doctor? 

In the tent therefore I will suffer to be suppressed me? 

But rather s/he/it is with the foreign me to the custom with the crime, as with our fear. 

' By day with the mind into the diverse lived of the nobody, which script might be, reveals and the letter to the statuette of his/her/their ring with the impressed god's couch, was lying on to which, has exposed. 

Between these thinkings with the two days spent the resolved day has began to dawn from the doctor, and that with the drink, in which the drug had washed, has entered. 

With which vision Alexander with the made smooth body in the bed the letter from Parmenion sent with the left hand holding takes the drink and unafraid drinks: 

Then they have gathered the letter orders nor Philippi from the face of the gathering has moved the eyes, established some notable the consciences in him/it/theirself mouth have seized to be able. 

That times as great with the letter surveyed shows which of the indignation of the fear [proectisque] with the cloak and letters before the bed: 

' King,' says,' indeed always my breath out of you has hanged, but now truly, I observe, with the sacrifice and is drew with the venerable your mouth. 

The indictment of the parricide, which is to me objecting, your health will wash: 

Protected before me life to me you will have given. 

I beg and I beg, with the omitted fear to suffer the drug to be conceived to the blood-vessels: 

The wide for a short time the mind, which with the untimely anxiety the friends reasonably faithful, but annoyingly attentive disturb. 

' Not of the axes only this voice, but also the happy king and full to the good hope has made. 

Cannot safely sentence-translate one word!
Thus: 

' If the gods,' says,' O Philippi, might have relinquished to you, where especially only you might wish, the mind my to test, with the other departed you might have wished, but more reliable, as you are tested, lest indeed you had chosen. 

With this acceptable letter yet, because you had washed, I have drunk: 

And now you believe! with me not less on behalf of your faith as on behalf of my health to be concerned. 

' This spoken out offers the pledge to Philip. 

Moreover the so great strength of the drug has been, as, which they have followed, will have helped the accusation with Parmenionas. 

The blockaded breath closely was going along. 

Nor Philippi has omitted the inexperienced any: 

That has applied the poultices to the body, that being lethargic now of the food, has caused now with the scent of the wine. 

And as the chief sharing with the mints s/he/it has perceived to be, but of the mother and sisters, but to the so great victory of the approaching to admonish s/he/it has stopped not. 

As truly the drug has spread himself into the blood-vessels and slowly with the whole body the wholesomeness has been able to be secured, the first the mind his/her/their vigour, then the body more early with the each expectation has regained: 

Obviously after the third day, as in this position s/he/it had been, into the view of the soldiers s/he/it comes. 

Nor more greedy him/it/theirself was considering the king as Philippi of the army: 

On behalf of himself with the each the thanks were having just as the pledge of that clasp with the present god. 

Insomuch as not easily with saying is, besides the inborn to that tribe towards his/her/their kings the veneration, how great of this certainly you rule even to the wonder they will have been abandoned they will have blazed even with the dearness. 

Now the first the nothing without the divine power was being seen to approach: 

For when at hand everywhere the chance was being, the rashness into the glory had gone. 

The age likewise hardly with the so great early with the things, but abundantly the work was honouring sufficient the everything of him/it and, more trivial which are accustomed to be had, generally to be fought more pleasing are generally, the exercise of the body between themselves, the habitation and of the condition little from the private citizen abhoring, the military vigour: 

Which that even with the dowries of the nature even of the mind with the skills, in order that equally the dear and was being venerable, had effected. 

The head 7 but Dareus to the messenger about the opposite illness of him/it to the receipt with the speed, the heavy stream was being able to capture how great so, stretches about [Euphraten] and with the contiguous him/it to the bridges five yet with the days hastening has transferred the army Cilicia to occupy. 

Now Alexander with the strengths of the body received towards the city had reached Soluses: 

Acquired of which with the two hundred talents to the much in name only exact of the bow of the protectors soldiers s/he/it has imposed. 

The leisure returning shows the vows then on behalf of health undertaken through the game and, the how great trust might scorn the barbarians: 

Obviously to Aesculapius and Minerva s/he/it has celebrated the games. 

With the observing the happy messenger is reported with Halicarnassus Persians with the sharpness from his men to be overcome, Myndiuses likewise and Cauniuses and most made of the extent of his/her/their him/it of the authority. 

Therefore with the high show with the show and camps moved and with Pyramus the river with the contiguous bridge towards the city Mallum reaches, thence with the one camps towards the town Catabolus. 

There to Parmenius the king s/he/it opposes: 

Was being sent ahead towards to be tested journey leap, through which towards the city [Isson] in name only to be entered was being. 

And that with the straits of him/it you occupy and had captured with the moderate protection forsaken [Isson] likewise the abandoned wife from the barbarians. 

Thence you dislodge the advances, which more interior of the mountains were besieging, with the protections the all has strengthened and with the occupied journey, as with the little row the saying is, it same and the authority and the messenger comes. 

[Isson] then the king has applied the plenty: 

Where with the debate had, is it not that the each might be beyond to be advanced, or there they might have to be waited the new soldiers, was agreeing to approach which out of Macedonia, with Parmenius not the other place more suitable with the battle was thinking to be. 

Obviously in that place I count the plenty future of the each king equal, when they were capturing not the multitude of the strait. 

The plain with themselves and the plains to be avoiding, where to be encircled, where with the doubtful sharpness they were being able to be suppressed: 

To fear, lest not with the strength of the enemies, but with his/her/their weariness they might be conquered: 

The fresh Persians constantly soon climbing, if more loosely they had been able to stand. 

Easily the account so of the healthful debate is taken. 

And so between the straits the defile s/he/it decides to wait the enemy. 

S/he/it was being in the army of the king Sisens Perses. 

Formerly from the praetor of Egypt the sendings towards Philippi and with the gifts and all man honour of the habitation the exile with the paternal seat had moved: 

Followed then into Asia s/he/it was being had Alexander between the faithful associates. 

To this the letter with Cretensas the soldier signed with the ring, the indication of which not reasonably was being notable, has delivered. 

O Nabarzans, the praetor of Dareus, pities her/it and was encouraging Sisen, in order that the worthy some with the nobility and his/her/their ancestors was eating: 

With the great it to him/it at the king to the honour to have been. 

These letters Sisens, as harmless, towards Alexander often s/he/it has tested to convey, but with so many with the concerns and preparation of the war s/he/it might see to be pushed the king, more closely constantly the time awaiting has presented the suspicion of the infamous entry of the debate. 

Insomuch as the letter, before might be returned to him/it, had reached into the hands of Alexander, and the chosen her/it and had ordered to be given towards valuing faith with the statuette impressed of the unknown ring Sisenuses barbarian. 

Which because had approached not through the many days the king, with the infamous debate I may go the look is to have suppressed and in the stream from Cretenses not doubtfully with the order of the king killed. 

The head 8 Iamqu Greeks the soldiers, had taken which Thymods from Pharnabazus, the particular hope and just about single, towards Dareus had reached. 

These greatly were urging, in order that backwards was departing and might repeat spacious the plains of Mesopotamia: 

If it was sentencing the debate, but that might divide even the innumerable plenty or not under the single hit of the chance might be extended to fall the whole strengths of the power. 

More small this to the king was displeasing which with the dressed in purple of him/it: 

The doubtful faith and with the pay for sale to the treason to threaten and not on account of the other the plenty to wish to be divided, as to him/it/theirself into the diverse of the departure, if which undertaking was being, might deliver with Alexander: 

The nothing more without risk to have been, as I have overwhelmed the surrounded them with the whole army with the darts, the lesson not to the unpunished faithlessness future. 

But Dareus, as the saint was being and mild, with the true himself the so great deed to be soon making denies, as his/her/their followed the faith, may order to be slaughtered his/her/their soldiers. 

Which then further his/her/their health soon believing of the outer nations to himself, if so many with the blood soldiers the hand had wetted? 

They have paid to must the dull nobody debate with the head: 

Indeed soon lacking, which might urge, if to have urged dangerous was being. 

Finally themselves daily from himself to be called into the debate and the different opinions to say, nor yet more good faith to be had, which more wisely will have urged. 

And so to Greeks orders to announce, indeed him/it/theirself to the benevolence of those the gratitudes to conduct, moreover, if goes on to go backwards, not doubtfully the power with the enemies soon delivering. 

The pretty rumour to stand and him/it, which may recede, have fled to be believed. 

Truly drawing of the war hardly any to be the account. 

Indeed the so great to the multitude, certainly when now the winter was pursuing, in huge area and reciprocally from his properties and enemy vexed not the soon providing foods. 

Lest indeed the plenty to be able to be divided with the protected custom of the ancestors, which will have offered the whole strengths to the crisis of the wars always. 

And, with Hercules, frightful before the king and his/her/their absence towards the empty trust raising, after will have perceived to approach himself, the provision on behalf of the casual made, to have hidden between the straits the defile with the rite of the ignoble wild beasts, which with the noise of the disregarding heard with the subterfuges of the woods might cover himself. 

Now also with the pretence of the illness to be rejected his/her/their soldiers. 

But not more great him/it/theirself to be soon spreading out to refuse the contest: 

In that cave, into which fearful they might have receded, to be soon suppressing tardy. 

These more splendidly disturbed as more truly. 

Moreover with the all money and with the most rich in of the things Damascus to Syria with the moderate protection of the soldiers with the messengers, s/he/it has led the remaining plenty into Cilicia, with the following with the paternal custom the stream with the spouse and mother. 

The maidens likewise with the small son were accompanying the father. 

Perhaps same at night and Alexander towards the pharynxes, with which Syria is approached, and Dareus towards that place, call which the Amanan Pylas, reaches. 

Nor Persians have doubted, that with himself the residues, had captured which, Macedonians might flee: 

For also the wounded certain and infirm, which were being able to pursue not the stream, removed were being. 

The all which with the inspiration of the dressed in purple with the barbarian wildness of the raging with the abrupt and torrid with the hands to be cheated, in order that they were learning his/her/their plenty, and the enough tested all men to announce, which might have seen, to his/her/their king has ordered. 

With the moved therefore with the camps s/he/it overcomes the river of Pinas, in the backs, as s/he/it was believing, soon sticking of the fleeing. 

But those, of which the hand had amputated, towards the camps of Macedonians enter, Dareum, might be able with the how great most great running, to follow announcing. 

Hardly the faith was being had. 

And so the king orders the spies into the maritime areas sent ahead to test, him/it/theirself might aid, or some of the prefects might have presented the appearance the army of the whole world coming. 

But when the spies were being returned, at a distance the huge multitude is visible. 

The fires then with the whole plains have began to glitter and the everything just as with the bordering fire to burn seen, with the rough the multitude especially near the mules more loosely might stretch. 

And so there with him/it/theirself place to measure off had ordered his/her/their the camps, happy, which with the everything vowed had desired, in those chiefly with the straits to have been deciding. 

Moreover, as is accustomed to happen, when the time of the most far crisis approaches, into the anxiety the turned trust is. 

That him/it/theirself chance, with which breathing the thing so successfully had borne, the injury out of these was fearing nor, which might have divided to himself, as changeable might be, was imputing: 

One to remain the night, which of the so great crisis was delaying the occurrence. 

Turned back s/he/it was opposing, with the ancestor to the dangers the prizes and, as the doubt might be, or might conquer, thus that certainly reliable to be, honourably and with the great praise soon dying. 

And so you may fight the bodies has ordered to look after and then the third watch the equipped and armed to be. 

Himself into the yoke of the high mountain ascends and has made with the much glittering with the torchs with the paternal custom the rich sacrifice with the protectors of the place. 

And I will go the third, as the teaching was being, the trumpet the soldier had taken the indication, to the journey likewise the preparations and I fight: 

And energetically I have ordered to proceed with the rising light they have reached towards the straits, they had decided to occupy which. 

The stades to be away sent ahead were indicating Dareus 30 thence. 

Then to stop the stream orders and with the arms him/it/theirself with the accepted orders the sharpness. 

To Dareus the fearful countrymen have announced the arrival of the enemies, have opposed hardly with the believer also, which as fleeing was following. 

Therefore not medium the minds of the all men assaults the fear obviously to the journey as with the battle were being more suitable and hurriedly the arms were capturing. 

But him/it/theirself haste of the wandering and has instilled his/her/their towards the arms of the calling more great fear: 

The others into the yoke of the mountain had evaded, in order that were foreseing the stream of the enemies thence, the horses and the mosts were bridling. 

The warring army nor towards the single eager had disturbed the command with the different commotion the all. 

Dareus with the beginning the yoke of the mountain with the part of the plenty decides to occupy, and from the front and from the back soon encircling the enemy, from each sea, where skilful the horn of him/it was being covered, other soon objecting, in order that was pushing on all. 

Besides these twenty thousands sent ahead with the hand of the archers of Pinas the river, which was flowing between two streams, to go over and had ordered to upbraid himself with the plenty of Macedonians: 

If they were being able to excel not it, to retire into the mountains and secretly to encircle most far of the enemies. 

Moreover resolved wholesomely with the all account more powerful chance has shattered: 

Obviously the others before the fear were intending not the command to perform, the others in vain were performing, because, where the parts totter, the sum is disturbed. 

The head 9 Acis but has stood with this manner. 

Nabarzans with the cavalry the skilful horn was seeing you add of the slingers and archers twenty almost to the thousands. 

In same Thymods s/he/it was being, with the Greek infantries hired with the pay, thirty thousands, placed in command. 

This was being not doubtfully the oak of the army, you bear! to the Macedonian phalanx the sharpnesses. 

In the left horn Thessalus 20 thousands of the barbarian infantries was having Aristomeds. 

In the helps s/he/it had placed most pugnacious the tribes. 

Himself king in same horn soon fighting three thousands of the picked horsemen, accustomed with the protection of the body, and the walking sharpness, forty thousands, were following: 

Hyrcanuses then and the horsemen of Medus: 

With these of the neighbour of the other tribes, beyond them the pledge and the left hand disposed. 

This stream, as the saying is, were preceding the equipment 6 thousands of the javelin throwers and slingers. 

[Quidquid] in those straits was being able to be approached, the plenty had satisfied, and the horns hence from the yoke, were standing there from the sea. 

You rule the wife and the mother and I may gather other of the women into the middle stream they had taken. 

Alexander the phalanx, which the nothing at Macedonas was being more strong, places in the front. 

The skilful horn [Nicanor], with Parmenionas the son, was seeing: 

To this the neighbours were standing Coenuses and Perdiccas and [Meleager] and Ptolemaeus and Amyntas, with the each of himself of the stream you will lead. 

In the left, which towards the sea was concerning, Craterus and with Parmenius were being, but Craterus of Parmenionus to obey ordered. 

The horsemen from to both places the horn placed: 

The skilful Macedonians adjoin with Thessalas, were seeing left Peloponnesiuses. 

Before this sharpness s/he/it had placed with the mixed archers of the slingers underworlds. 

Thracians likewise and were going Cretenses before the stream, and to him/it/theirself lightly of the armed man. 

But with them, which sent ahead from Dareus had occupied the yoke of the mountain, Agrianuses has placed opposite out of Thrace recently imported. 

Of Parmenionus but had anticipated, as, the how great might be able, the stream towards the sea might extend, where might be away more far the sharpnesses with the mountains, the barbarians had occupied which. 

But those nor had escaped to oppose with the coming nor to encircle marched past of the daring of the slingers especially with the appearance frightened and that thing with Alexander seeing the side of the stream, which, lest was being assaulted on top, had feared, has excelled. 

30 and two the ranks of the armed men were going, nor indeed more wide I have extended the sharpness the straits were suffering. 

Gradually then to loosen himself bendings of the mountains and more great space they had began to uncover, thus as not the feet of the suns with the rank to advance, but also with the sides the cavalry might be able to be surrounded. 

The head 10 now in the view, but except the throwing of the dart and the which sharpness was being, when the ancestors Persians rough and have lifted wild the shout. 

S/he/it is returned and from Macedonians, more great army just now, continual of the mountains and with the huge woodland-pastures caused to rebound: 

Obviously always the surrounding woods and to the rock, they have taken how great whoever the voice, with the multiplied noise they refer. 

Alexander before the first indications was going, repeatedly with the hand his/her/their restraining, lest suspenseful more sharply on account of the excessive haste with the fast breath they were grasping the battle. 

Whenever to the stream s/he/it might ride up to, with the different speech, as with the minds of the each reaching s/he/it was being, s/he/it was addressing the soldiers. 

Macedonians, so many in Europe wars the conquerors, towards conquering Asia and most far of Eastern lands, not of him/it/theirself more, as with his/her/their conducting of the progress, of the old strength were being admonished. 

Those the liberators of the lands of the circle: 

And measured out formerly the boundaries of Hercules and Liberus the father not with Persians only, but also with the all tribes soon imposing the yoke. 

The provinces of Macedonians with Bactra and Indians to have been. 

With Mimina to be, which now might consider, but the triumphant everything to be uncovered. 

Not in the steep rocks of Illyriuses and Thrace with the stones the barren effort to have been, the booties of the whole Eastern lands to be offered. 

Hardly with the sword the future need, the whole sharpness with his/her/their fear wavering with the bosses to be able to be defeated. 

The conqueror towards these Philip of Athenians the father was being called upon and subdued recently into them of Boeotia and city most noble towards the ground destroyed the appearance was being represented with the minds. 

I will go the Granan river, so many cities either assaulted or you accept the in-faith, in all respects, which were being whoever after the back, the coverlets and with the feet of themselves you apply! below was remembering. 

When s/he/it had approached Greeks, s/he/it was admonishing, from these tribes inflicted to Greece the wars of Dareus earlier, then with the unfamiliarity of Xerxes, the water themselves and the land of the asking, as nor might relinquish the drink of the springs nor the usual foods you abandon. 

From these the temples with the falls and fires to be erased, the cities of them assaulted, violated was referring the treaties of the prophet and human affair of the law. 

Truly Illyriuses and Thracas, with the plunder to live accustomed, s/he/it was ordering to consider the sharpness of the enemies with the gold and purple colour flashing, the booty, not the arms bearing: 

Might go and with the unwarlike women men might rescue the gold, the adversities of his/her/their mountains the yokes and you lay bare the rough tracks and constantly being stiff with the frost with the rich with the plains and fields of Persians might move. 

They had reached the head 11 now towards the throwing of the dart, when the horsemen of Persians fiercely into the left horn of the enemies are imported: 

Obviously Dareus with the equestrian battle was choosing to decide, the phalanx of the Macedonian army the oak to be conjecturing. 

And now also skilful the horn of Alexander was being encircled. 

Macedonian has observed which where, with the two wings of the horsemen towards the yoke of the mountain ordered to halt, the crisis energetically transfers other into the middle of the war. 

With the transferred then out of the sharpness to Thessalas with the horsemen orders the prefect of them secretly to encircle the back his/her/their and of Parmenionus to be connected and, he/it might have commanded which, actively to perform. 

And now inserted into the middle of Persians on all of the surrounded uncommonly well they were seeing the king, but dense and as if the darts were being able to brandish not touching: 

Likewise they were being hurled, into them same assembling were being involved and with the trivial and with the empty blow the only a few into the enemy, the mores harmless into the ground were falling. 

Therefore hand to hand they draw the battle of the compulsion to connect the swords actively. 

Truly then the much of the blood is poured: 

Two obviously the sharpnesses thus were adhering, in order that with the arms the arms were beating, the swords into the mouths might direct. 

Not with the timid, not with the lazy to rest then s/he/it has been permitted: 

With the collected foot, as if the one-each between himself might fight, in same step were standing, while with the conquering might make the place to himself. 

Then at last therefore they were moving forward the step, when they had exhausted the enemy. 

But those weary new was removing the enemy, nor wounded, as are accustomed other, with the sharpness were being able to pass, when the enemy was pursuing from the front, from the back his men might push. 

Alexander not of the leader more as of the soldier was performing the duties, the rich glory with the chopped king desiring: 

Obviously Dareus high with the chariot was projecting, and with his/her/their towards himself seeing and with the enemies towards assaulting the huge incentive. 

Therefore the brother of him/it Oxathrs, when was sifting Alexander to pursue to him/it, the horsemen, was being present with which, has objected before him/it/theirself chariot you rule. 

With the arms and oak of the body much over the other lofty, with the mind with the truth and responsibility in the only a few you signify, there certainly I fight clear, has exhausted other thoughtlessly eager, averts other into the flight. 

But Macedonians, which were being around the king, with the borrowed exhortation strengthened with him/it/theirself into the stream of the horsemen invade. 

Truly then the overthrow was being of the like fall. 

Around the chariot Dareuses were lying the most noble leaders, before the eyes of the king dead with the singular death, the all men into the mouths prone, as fighting had sunk down, with the opposite body with the acceptable wounds. 

Between these Atizies and Rheomithrs and Sabacs, the praetor of Egypt, of the great armies of the prefect, they were being recognised: 

Around them they were being heaped more obscure commotion of the infantries and horsemen. 

Indeed of Macedonians likewise not much, but most willing yet are chopped: 

Between which the skilful thigh of Alexander lightly with the sword is grazed. 

And now which were bearing Dareus of the horse, with the spears and pain of the punctured the yoke of the wild to shake and had began to discard the king with the chariot: 

When that feared, lest alive was coming into the power of the enemies, leaps down and into the horse, which towards this him/it/theirself was following, is imposed with the emblems likewise of the command, lest were projecting the flight, indecently to the downcast. 

Truly then other they are scattered with the fear and, the way was extending which to the each towards the flight, the arms throwing erupt, which with the little row towards the tutelage of the bodies had accepted: 

So far the fear also dreads the helps. 

The horseman from Parmenion hurled was pursuing with the fleeing, and perhaps into that horn the flight had stolen the all men. 

But into to the skilful Persian Thessaluses the horsemen vehemently were pushing. 

And now one wing with him/it/theirself attack was being trampled on: 

With Thessaluses energetically turned with the horses dispersed turned back into the battle return, and scattered and exhaust in-well-arranged with the trust of the victory the barbarians with the huge murder. 

Of the horse equally and the horsemen of Persians, with the series of the plates you may burden, that specie the battles, which with the speed especially agrees, scarcely were struggling: 

Obviously in the turning with his/her/their horses the unpunished Thessaluses had occupied them. 

Here so the prosperous battle announced Alexander, not before the darings barbarian to pursue, on both sides now the conqueror to pursue with the fleeing begins. 

Not further were following the king as thousand horsemen, when the huge multitude of the enemies was going. 

But which either in the victory or counts in the flight the plenty? 

Were being conducted therefore from so the only a few of the cattle only and it same the fears, which was collecting to flee, fleeing was delaying. 

But Greeks, which in the parts of Dareus had stood, Amynta with the leader the praetor this of Alexander had been, had evaded then with the deserter of the steep ascent from the other not reasonably with the fleeing you may imitate. 

The barbarians far have stretched the diverse flight: 

The other, which was leading ruling the journey into Persia, certain with the patrol have petitioned the cliff and the leaps of the mountains hidden, the camps of the only a few of Dareus. 

But now with that likewise the conqueror had entered, indeed all with the wealth rich. 

The huge the weight of the gold and silver, not of the war but to the luxury preparing, they had torn apart the soldiers. 

Whenever they might snatch the more, they might be able to capture which, everywhere the coverlets were being the journeys more cheap packs, the greed had thought little of which in the comparison more good. 

And now towards the women reached was being, with which where more dear equipments are, were being removed more violently: 

Lest indeed to the bodies the strength and the desire was forbearing. 

With the all wailing and commotion, as to the each the chance was being, the camps had completed, nor the any shape of the evil was lacking, when through the all the cruelty and the freedom was wandering the ranks and the triumphant ages. 

Truly then the appearance of the powerless chance has been able to be observed, when I have gone, which with Dareus had furnished with the tent, with the all luxury and wealth constructing, likewise those with Alexander, as if with the old owner, were reserving. 

Insomuch as the soldiers thus with the delivered custom had omitted that untouched ground, in order that were removing the conqueror of the lived king with the tent. 

But the eyes and the minds into himself of the all men own the mother and the spouse of the prisoner Dareuses had averted: 

That way not with the greatness only, but also with the age venerable, indeed these to the form with the beauty not that way with the lot O rotten. 

Had received the son not yet the sixth year of the age sallied into the bending, into the hope to the so great chance, the father of him/it with the little row had lost how great, begeting. 

But in the lap of the hag the grandmothers grown up were lying two maidens, not with his/her/their only, but also with the mourning of that O with her litter. 

The huge around her/it the commotion of the noble women had stopped with the mangled hairs and with the torn garment, forgetful of the former beauty, the queens and the ladies of the spring formerly, then with the foreign names calling upon. 

His/her/their those of the forgetful loss, in the which horn Dareus might have stood, which chance of the crisis might have been, were requiring: 

They were denying the captured himself, if the king was living. 

But the flight had stolen that the horses constantly moving more far. 

In the sharpness but the commas are of Persians of the infantries 100 thousands, ten horsemen. 

But from the part of Alexander towards four thousands five hundred have been wounded, out of the infantries 300 entirely and two are desired, of the horsemen one hundred fifty killed. 

With the so very small expense the huge victory has stood. 

Indeed the head 12 King weary Dareum with the pursuing, after and the night was assailing and to be followed the hope was being not, reaches into the camps captured with the little row from his properties. 

To be invited then the friends, with which especially had accustomed, has ordered, obviously the skin in the thigh grazed was hindering not to concern the tops only with the feast: 

With the sudden out of the most nearest tent the mourning shout with the barbarian wailing and wailing mixed together dining sumptuously has frightened thoroughly. 

The court likewise, which was keeping watch towards the tent of the king, feared, lest the beginning was being more great movement, had began to equip himself. 

The cause is of the sudden fear, because the mother and the wife Dareuses with noble prisoner of wars the king, which killed were believing to be, with the huge groan and wailing were weeping. 

One insomuch as out of the captured eunuchs, which perhaps before the tent of themselves had stood, the cloak which Dareus, as with the little row the saying is, lest was being projected with the habitation, had abandoned, in the hands of him/it, which was bringing the discovery, has recognised and the rat with the killed to be removed had reported the wrong messenger of the death of him/it. 

This with the error learned of the women Alexander to the chance of Dareus and is brought to have watered to the responsibility of them. 

And with the first Mithren, which with Sardas had delivered, dying to the Persian tongue, had ordered to go towards consoling them. 

Feared then, lest the traitor of the prisoners was renewing the anger and the pain, Leonnatum out of the dressed in purple his properties has sent, ordered to indicate, wrongly to lament them alive. 

That with the little squires into the tent in which the prisoners were being, reaches and orders to announce the sent himself from the king. 

But I have gone, which were being in the entrance, as have observed the armed men, with the raft sharply to be about the owners, into the tent run, uttering a loud cry, to aid the most above hour and the messengers, which might kill you entice. 

Thus, as which neither might be able to hinder nor might intend to admit, were waiting with the no answer given of the silent the arbitration of the conqueror. 

Leonnatus, with the awaited by day, which might introduce himself, after the nobody was intending to proceed, enters into the tent with the residues in the entrance to the attendants. 

She/it him/it/theirself thing had disturbed the women, the admission was being seen which to have invaded not. 

And so the mother and the spouse rolled along towards the feet have began to beg, as, before might be killed, the body of Dareus with themselves with the paternal custom might relinquish to bury: 

I block the path actively performed to the funeral rite into the king himself soon dying. 

But Leonnatus: 

And to live Dareus and themselves not unharmed only, but also with the preparation to the former chance the queens to have been. 

Then at last the mother is of Dareus to be lifted with himself suffered. 

Alexander with the following day with the concern with the buried soldiers, had discovered the bodies of which, orders to be had of Persians likewise with the most noble same honour and relinquishes to the mother of Dareus, might wish which, might bury with the paternal custom. 

That has ordered to be interred the few adjoining with the close nearness on behalf of the condition of the present chance, preparing of the burials, where the funeral rites of Persian might celebrate the duties, to have been odious valuing, when the conquerors not expensively were being burned. 

And now with the justices of the dead persons with the unbound bodies s/he/it sends ahead towards the prisoners, which might announce, him/it/theirself to come, and restrained the commotion of the accompanying enters the tent with Hephaestion. 

He/it far of the all friends was being most dear to the king, with him/it/theirself equally reared, the eye-witness of the all secrets: 

Of the freedom likewise in the admonishing him/it not other more the law was having, which yet thus was using, as more from the king relinquished, claimed from him/it might be seen which: 

And was being as with the age you bear! to the king, thus with the condition of the body s/he/it was being better. 

Therefore the queens that to be the king established with his/her/their custom are adored. 

Thence out of the captured eunuchs, which Alexander might be, with the showing Sisigambas rolled to is with the feet of him/it, the ignorance never before of the seen king excusing. 

As with the hand the lifting king,' you have erred not,' says,' the mother, for and this Alexander is.' 

Truly with this restraint of the mind if towards the most far to the life had been able to persist, more happy I might believe to have been, as the look is to be, when was imitating of Liberus the father the triumph, all the way from Hellespontus towards Ocean the all tribes with the victory measured out. 

Thus s/he/it might have conquered surely the arrogance and the anger, the bad unconquered: 

Thus might have withheld between the courses with the murders of the friends and singular with the war the men and so many with himself tribes the tamers with the not said cause might have feared have killed. 

But not yet the chance with himself mind of him/it had over-poured: 

And so Eastern lands so moderately and wisely s/he/it has brought, towards the most far s/he/it has captured not the size of him/it. 

Indeed then thus has borne himself, in order that the kings and the suburbs and the mercy were being conquered the all men before him/it. 

Has had the maidens queens of the distinguished form so solemnly, as if to the same place where him/it/theirself with the parent they were being begotten: 

The spouse of him/it same, the nobody of his/her/their age with the beauty of the body has conquered which, so far him/it/theirself has violated not, as will have summoned the sum the concern, lest which to the captured body was mocking: 

S/he/it has ordered the all habitation to be returned to the women, nor any out of to the former chance the greatness to the prisoner of wars besides the trust has lacked. 

And so with Sisigambas,' King,' says,' you merit, in order that there we entreat to you, which with our Dareus formerly we have entreated, nor with the hatred you are worthy, which the so great king not with the luck only, but also with the justice you will have overcome. 

Indeed you the mother with me and you call the queen, but I your me the slave I confess to be. 

And to the past chance I capture the peak and you have presentiment the yoke I am able to suffer: 

Your s/he/it concerns, the how great into us will have been permitted, if more good it with the mercy as with the rage of the strength to be testifying. 

' The king has ordered the good mind to have them. 

S/he/it has applied the son of Dareus with his/her/their neck: 

And the nothing that with the view then the first from himself frightened of the look surrounds the neck of him/it with the hands. 

The movements therefore the king the perseverance of the boy Hephaestion considering,' as I might wish,' says,' Dareus might have drunk some out of this innate character! 

' Then with the tent of the egress. 

The tribe with the altars in the bank of Pinarus the river with Jupiter and Hercules and petitions to Minerva you consecrate Syria Damascus, where the treasure was being of the king, with Parmenion the sent ahead. 

The head 13 which when had proceeded and might have learned the governor of Dareus to wait himself, feared, lest the scarcity of his/her/their was being scorned, decides to indict more great hand. 

But perhaps into the spies from him/it sent ahead Mardus happens with the nation, which about Parmeniona led delivers the letters towards Alexander from the prefect of Damascus sent to him/it nor to doubt him/it, that might deliver the all palace the furniture with the money, has added. 

With Parmenius to be kept with him/it ordered uncovers the letters, in which the script was being, in order that quickly Alexander was sending some out of his/her/their leaders with small hand, might deliver to which, the king in the power of him/it/theirself might have relinquished whichever: 

And so Mardum with the given comrades towards the traitor sends back. 

That out of the hands of the guarding slipped enters Damascus before the light. 

That thing with Parmenionas had disturbed the mind the ambushes of the fearing and was intending not to advance the unknown journey without the leader. 

To the luck yet which believed you rule the countrymen, which leaders of the journey might be, has ordered to be removed. 

To which quickly discovered with the fourth day towards the city s/he/it reaches now with the fearing prefect, lest to himself the faith had was being not. 

Therefore as if little with the fortifications of the town confident before the rising of the sun orders to be raised the regal money the treasure Persians call with the most rich in of the things, the flight imitating, with the true thing, in order that was offering the booty to the enemy. 

The much thousands of the men and women were following passing exceedingly, with the all men the wretched commotion besides him/it, of which faith you carouse! was being. 

Obviously where the ancestor of the treason the pay might be, was preparing to upbraid with the enemy more pleasing with the all money the booty, the noble men, the spouses and the children of the praetors of Dareus, besides these bequeathed of the Greek cities, which Dareus, just as in most safe citadel, had relinquished with the hands into of the traitor. 

Gangabas Persians call with the upper arms the loads carrying: 

These when were being able to bear not obviously the winter the storm suddenly had showered the snow and the ground was being stiff the frost then bound the garments, were carrying which with the money, with the gold and purple colour conspicuous put on with the nobody intended to hinder, with the chance you rule also might make with the most low into him/it/theirself the freedom. 

Parmenionuses not of the scorning stream have presented therefore the appearance. 

Which more eager concern his/her/their as if towards the just battle with the few of the urging with the horses the lime quarry orders to supply and with the sharp attack into the enemy to be exalted. 

But those, were being with which under the loads omitted, grasp through the fear the flight: 

The armed men likewise, which were escorting them, with same fear the arms to disturb and the notable by-roads have began to petition. 

The prefect, as if and the frightened him/it/theirself, the imitating all with the fear had filled. 

The regal powers were lying with the whole plains, that money with the huge tribute of the soldiers prepared, that habitation so many nobles men, so many of the bright women, the golden vessels, of the golden bridle, the tents with the royal distinguished greatness, the carriages likewise from his properties destitute, full of the huge wealth, you will make also with the acquiring loot sad, if which was delaying the things the greed. 

Obviously so many with the incredible years and the faith with the passing heaped chance then by another way with the stocks mangled, the others into the mud with the depressed were being sifted: 

The booties of the acquiring loot of the hand were providing not. 

And I will go also towards them, which chiefs had fled, came was being. 

The women and the mosts were going small the drawing children: 

Between which three have been the maidens, [Ochi], which before Dareus had reigned, to the daughter, indeed formerly out of father's peak of the things with the change removed, but then the lot of them more cruelly with the aggravating chance. 

In same flock the wife has been likewise of him/it same [Ochi] and with Oxathruses the brother this was being the daughter and the spouse of Dareus of Artabazus, of the prince of the dressed in purple, and the son, to which Ilioneus the name has been. 

Of Pharnabazus likewise, to which the king had given the most high command to the maritime shore, the wife with the son is removed, with Mentoras to the daughter three and with Memnonas of the most noble leader the spouse and the son: 

And hardly the any house has been dressed in purple without of the so great disaster. 

Likewise have the captured Lacedaemoniuses and Athenians of the society with the faith violated Persians followed, [Aristogiton] and Dropids and Iphicrats, between Athenians with the specie and rumour far most clear, Pausippus and Onomastorids of Lacedaemonius with Monimus and Callicratid, these likewise O noble houses. 

The sum to the marked-out money has been the talent 2 thousands and six hundred, the weight five hundred of the made silver was leveling. 

Besides 30 thousands of the men with 7 thousands of the mules with the back the loads carrying are captured. 

Moreover to the so great chance the traitor the gods, late often the avengers, quickly with the due penalty pursued they have. 

Insomuch as one out of the accomplices of him/it, I believe, the turn of the king also in that lot stood in awe of, the head of the killed traitor towards Dareus has brought, the suitable comfort with the projected: 

Obviously and avenged s/he/it had unfriendly and s/he/it was sifting to have grown up not yet in the souls of the all men the memory of his/her/their greatness. 

Done. No. of words translated in file = 7180.
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